
MAMMALIA OF INDIA ORDER UNGULATA 

parts ; the trunk is much shorter than in the adult, and the coat The Rhinoceroses (Rfiinocerofida) are the only mammals with 
so close that the little animal looks as if painted. Young American three toes on all feet. They are large-generally huge-beasts with 
Tapirs are also like this, though the adults are utterly unlike Our Species " naked or very sparsely hniry Skins, long bulky bodies, shore legs- 
in their colour, which is brown. in which the joints are placed as in ordinary quadrupeds, not as in 

The Tapir has a well-developed set of incisors in both jaws, like elephants--and large heads on short necks, the profile being concave 
the h~rses, but the teeth are mostly smaller, and have not the " mark " or "dished " till the nose is reached, which is decidedly arched, 
on the crow.  The outer upper pair are canine-like, and indeed and ends in a lip pointed in all our species. The eyes are small, and 

the ears oval and moderate. The three hoofs of the feet do not 
support the whole weight, which rests in part on a pad behind them. 
The tail is thin and short. The skin in all our species-but not in 
the African two-is thrown into more or less marked folds. 

What has given these animals celebrity, however, is the hom--or 
pair of homs-if one can speak of a pair when the two horns, when 1 present, are set tandem fashion, not abrenst as in other two-homed 

This " genuineness " of the rhinoceroses' horns may have been the 
reason why the homs were so much esteemed in olden times for the 

I manufacture of drinking-cups, the legend being that any poison 
poured therein would split them. The Chinese still value them as 
medicine, and Indians consider the urine medicinal. 

This idea has had some effect in reducing the numbers of these 
bigger than the small canines. The grinders are tubercled, more like animals in Asia at any rate ; while their flesh is also good eating and 

i primate than urfgulate teeth. their thick hide was much used for shields, being capable of turning 
I The Tapir 1s a' shy forest animal, fond of water, and feeding on even a bullet when dried, though not on the living animal when fired 

succulent vegetation. It is easily tamed, but not very common in \ at direct. 
I captivity ; in fact, no Tapir is abundant, nor have any ever been so, In any case, however, they are solitnry and not conspicuous with 

l judging by the rarity of fossil remains. Yet this family have a wider us even where they do occur, frequenting high grass or forest, where 
range over the globe than the more active and abundant horses. they feed on the local vegetation, and being silent animals. They 
Their feet are particularly interesting as showing a Stage through which are fond of water and of wallowing in mud ; and although so unwieldy 
ancestral horses passed. The coloration also, although so different can trot and even gallop freely. 
in the young and adult states, is protective in both cases, in our species Their grinders are well developed, but the teeth in the fore-part 
at least, for the young animal is said to be invisible whin lying down in of the jaws deficient ; but in the lower jaws there are in our species 
cover in the hot hours, its spots on the dark background simulating two short sharp tusks variously regarded as canines or outer 
sun-flecks, while the, adult, when living near rocky streams, is similarly incisors, which are used in attack. Our three species are easily 
protected by resembling when in repose a grey boulder. The animal htinguished by the special characters of their skins, of which the 
is fond of water, and is said to be able to walk along the bottom two main folds, common to all, are found, one behlnd the shonldcr, 
when out of its depth. nnd the other in front of the haunch. They have one young at a 
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